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Fife opens "Options SS"

Wooster Symphony
presents 3rd concert

by TIM ANDERSON

by DAVID LEWELLEN

ue to notes or rests within each
bar. Lindberg says of it, "I sup-

pose people may think the Pende-recwork is
bit different, but
it's been around since 1966; it's
time the orchestra learned to play
music not written in standard notation, as well as atonal, serial
music."
'The major work of the evensymphony,
ing is the Saint-Saeknown as the "Organ Symphony"
for obvious reasons. Premiered in
1886, it broke the
convention of not pairing organ
Concerto.
' nd orchestra. The piece was not
The movements from the Beefeadesigned as a showcase for organ,
thoven and Mozart concertos
as organist John Russell
White
Anne
however,
soloists
ture student
It is silent for
has emphasized.
(piano) and Brian McCreath
the first half of both movements.
(trumpet), who were among the
s
treated the organ alwinners of the student concerto
most as a separate orchestra, writcompetition held last fall. Other
Novemthe
ing as if for a double chorus of
winners performed at
Both
concert.
tone colorsstrings, woodwinds,
chamber
ber
McCreath and White are senior
brass, and percussion in the orperformance majors, studying with
chestra and strings, flutes, reeds,
and mutations on the organ.
Jack Gallagher, and Daniel Winter
McCreath has perLindberg said about concert prorespectively.
gramming, "I usually have one
formed professionally with the
Ohio Light Opera orchestra, the. piece that I really want to do.and
American Wind Symphony, and
I build around that. Since last Dea
is
cember I have wanted to do the
the Akron Symphony. White
Saint-Saethird, so I had to depast winner of the Southern IlliYoung
Artists'
University
cide how to program the other
nois
Competition and the Fontbonne
pieces around it."
John Russell, the organist for
College Music Festival.
s
symphony, is a
The title of Penderecki's De
the
graduate of Oberlin College and
Natura Sonoris translates as "the
Since 1974
nature of sound." Written in an -- Boston University.
extremely dissonant, atonal idiom,
he has taught organ and music
Wooster, in addition to
theory-athe piece features sections of imorchesentire
the
for
provisation
Continued on page 6
tra and notation that gives no val
D-Ma-

The Reverend John Fife will be
giving a keynote address for Op-ti- n
88: Human Service. Community Service and International
Opportunities, on Monday even--

ki

ns

.

--

The Wooster Symphony Or;
chestra, directed by Jeffrey Lindberg, will present its third concert
of the ' year, tomorrow night in
McGaw Chapel. Tickets are available at the door; students with LD.
The prowill be admitted free.
gram comprises Krzysztof Pende-recki- 's
De Natura Sonoris Camille
Saint-Saen- s'
Symphony No. 3
("Organ"), the first movement of
Beethoven's Second Piano Concerto, and the second movement of
Trumpet
Leopold Mozart's
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Saint-Saen-

REV. JOHN FIFE

r,

ing, Feb. 15 at 7:30 pan. in
Freedlander Theater.
Fife pastors the Southside Presbyterian Church in Tuscon, Arizo- na. He gained national notoriety
in 1984 when the Immigration and
Naturalization Service investiga--'
tion of the Sanctuary Movement
became public. The INS came under heavy criticism for electronically bugging Bible studies and
using paid refugee informants to
gather evidence that the Sanctuary
Movement transported and harbored Salvadorian, Honduran and
Guatemalan refugees.
Fife and other Sanctuary leaders
claimed the refugees deserved asylum under U.S. and international
law because they were legitimately
fleeing political and economic oppression and were often in fear for
their lives. The leaders futher
claimed that the oppression was
indirectly caused by .U.S. support
of the governments of the nations
being fled.

.

Hundreds of churches across the
nation joined the Sanctuary Move- -'
ment by passing resolutions declaring themselves to be Sanctuary
Churches and participating in what
the INS declared was illegal transport and harboring of aliens. , Because thousands of individuals
throughout the nation were (and
are) openly participating in Sanctuary, it seemed the court's prosecution of Fife and about a dozen
was meant more
to set an example and stifle the
movement than to enforce the law.
Despite defense accusations of selective prosecution, in 1986 the
federal district court found Fife
guilty of conspiracy and two
counts of transport of . illegal aliens and- - sentenced v him. to.. five
"co-conspirato-

rs"

years

probation J

j "Co-

conspirators" received similar sentences. The cases are on appeal.
Fife also did inner city ministry

'A

I

Continued on page 7
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SGA announces Cabinet elections
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This Issue...
In
,7etcome to the Love Dcztl
.

Multitudinous correspondence,
ScIjcI end
Tfews Briefs, a Washington Letter,
;
t u
i.:
Crowther are buck,-a new series cn faculty, a review cf
Blues for Mn Charlie, SPA fasts for peace,
:

t

.

drillers

squeeecee!; by GC and:

The Student Government Association (SGA) is looking for hardworking, creative leaders to fill its
seven open Cabinet Positions for
the 1987-8- 8 school year. SGA is
organization dean
dicated to addressing and solving
campus problems that range anywhere from food service's lack of
vegetarian entrees to the frustrating resemblence of the bookstore
to a boutique rather than an academic facility.
If you are interested in working
with SGA on solving problems
such as these, and are willing to
dedicate a large chunk of your time
and energy to the organization,
pick up a petition to run for a cabissue-orient-

ed

inet position

at Lowry Front

Desk. Petitions are available beginning Sunday, Feb. 14, and are
due back Sunday, Feb. 21. SGA
guarentees that its members leave
office with increased leadership
experiskills, problem-solvin- g
ence, a great title to include on
their resumes, and the satisfaction
of working with students, administration and trustees on creating a

better campus.
The Cabinet positions available
are as follows:
President: presides over all
meetings of the Cabinet and the
SGA General Assembly (OA);
makes appointments to many stu-

dent organizations;

Treasurer:

annual budget; chairs the Fund

Yirfi-Tr''i,ff-

of the College.
keeps permanent
Secretary:
records of attendance and proceedings of all official sessions of

Treasurer

vices, elections,

appointments,

and activities of SGA; chairs the
PR committee and supervises the
PR committee's paid artist. '
Student Services and Special
Protects (SSASP1 Committee
Chairperson:
coordinates elections and polling,
summer storage, transportation,
the companion program, and any

nt

-

Vice-Preside-

.

Cabinet and G A; prepares minutes
and agendas for all meetings;
chairs the Membership Committee. .
A
Public Relation flRl Commit--te- e
Chairperson: coordinates the
communicating, advertising and
advocating of the concerns, ser-

on

nt

Vice-Preside-

Al-

location Committee and coordinates SGA's entire funding process; works directly with the

Campus Council; works directly
with the Dean and Assistant Dean
of Students' to facilitate
communication.

for Student Affairs: coordinates the activities of
several ad hoc committees that initiate and continue policy on social issues tof concern to the student body; serves on Campus
Council.
for Anemic Affairs: represents students on the
Faculty Educational Policy Committee; appoints all members of
the Educational Affairs Committee
(EAC); chairs" the EAC; works directly with the college's
of Academic Affairs and
the Dean of Faculty on understanding the students' academic needs.

of SGA's

financial transactions; prepares

serves on
Student-Administrati-

handles all

.

nt

other special projects needed;
;

chairs the SS & SP committee.

,
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Letters to the Editors: Response to Engle
Dear Editors:
I am bitterly saddened at the
prospect of having to respond to
the article submitted by Mr. B.
Roy Engle. It is an unfortunate reality and with urgency that one
must respond to lukewarm ignorance that is still persisiting from
Mr. Engle's article. As a student
here at the College of Wooster I
am deeply concerned at the
thought of others holding similar
beliefs as those expressed by Mr.
Engle. However, I must at least
thank Mr. Engle for using his
time and energy to express his unfortunate views. It has been the
food for many critical discussions
as of late.
The first problem of the article
is that it fails to follow a logical
pattern with valid arguments. Using the phrase "Black History
Month" as an example of critical
thinking fails in itself to show
what critical thinking really is.
The mere use of the "Black History Month" as an example of critical thinking lends itself to severe
criticisms of not only intentions
behind its use, but more importantly curiosity as to the nature of
such a person who would write
this kind of an article.
The facts of black history as
dismal as they are leave no room
for debate. Therefore, Mr. Engle's
suggestion that it is now in
"vogue" to accuse people of being
racists whether it is at the College
of Wooster or anywhere else would
seem to suggest that our society
has advanced itself so as to have
no room for racists or racism.
This is simply not true. Racism at
the College of Wooster is at a
very critical point.
The next example used was the
"oppression concept." The use of
these two words together was also
illogical. Oppression is not a concept. Rather, it is a direct result of
racism. If it wasn't for racism, oppression would not exist. The
problem with mixing the words
"oppression" and "concept" together is that it ignores and mystifies black history as well as the
history, of the United States. And
suggesting that oppression is all
but dead implies that black people
can treat their history as though it
'is nothing more than pieces of intellectual luggage that can be
placed or displaced at will.
I can only cry at the thought
that Mr. Engle thinks that people
in this world, especially blacks,
are not oppressed. And furthermore, this attitude shows a total
lack of understanding for black
history. If he understood black
history he would know that slavery is all but dead for blacks. One
who knows how to truly think

critically

about black history

robbed.
Engle alludes to the fact that he
wants to take action, that he
would like to see the attainment
of equal opportunity in our society. How can this be when he
finds Black History Month to be
so offensive that a flyer giving
information on classic literature
pertaining to the month leaves "a
sour taste in his mouth?"
The veil that Engle and others
like him have been hiding behind
is no mystery. It. is a veil of ignorance and arrogance, a security
blanket that shields one from the
harsh realities that exist in today's society. It is this veil that
obstructs one from thinking critically, and a veil that can and must
be lifted.
Experience is a great teacher.
By reading some of the books on
the pamphlet- - that was trashed, or
attending some of the various programs offered this month, (ie.
"Blues for Mr. Charlie," a play for
the Black Arts Festival, or""Eyes
for the Prize," a made for T.V.
documentary on the Civil Rights

would realize that the use of the
word "oppression" oppresses. My
point is that Mr. Engle totally ignores the act of critically thinking
about Black History Month by
trying to show what is wrong with

Engaging Engle

it.
The article concludes in a

tening

way.

It

states

frigh-

that

"Although past history is important, let us move toward the future
and reap the benefits of terminating what has become the overworked process of critical thinking." The implications of this
conclusion, especially for blacks,
is a bitter nightmare being relived. Simple knowledge would
tell anyone that blacks reaped but
few benefits from history. Therefore, how could anyone expect to
reap any benefits without a thorough review of a diseased past?
Mr. Engle's letter shows the
drastic need for critical problem
identification. It is a foregone
conclusion that education is only
what you make it to be and if
Wooster has produced andor encouraged in any way the ignorance
that Mr. Engle portrayed, we are
in trouble. I hope the need for a
minority studies requirement can
now be realized as vitally important to the college's curriculum. It
is of dire need that we as a collective student body become the masters of our educations. Simply,
this means we need change.
Mark D. Goodman
Dear Editors,
This letter is in response to Mr.
thoughts in
Engle's
last week's Voice. Engle made
"un"-critic-

several

Movement, shown throughout
next week in Lowry Center).
"

--

Also, the black studies program
offers many classes devoted to different aspects of black culture,
past and present. Black Students
house
Association and Inter-racimeetings are open to all. It is
time for people to take responsibility for their ignorance. The
letter written by Engle was a result of ignorance. Ignorance can
be tolerated only so long before it
becomes inexcusable.
al

ridiculous

claims that show a complete lack
of critical thinking or understanding of Black History Month.
Engle suggests that Black His- tory Month is a "diversion" from
the goal of equal opportunity, that
. it is an attempt to "grasp hold of
the oppression concept," that it
"restates the conflict of past generations and inhibits the future attainment of equal opportunities
for all," that, "it places the admirable goal of equal opportunity in
a state of regression." All of
these claims could not be much
further from the truth.
A primary aspect of Black History Month is that it is a celebration of past contributions of
to American society. Black history is an integral
part of American history which
has been and is often left out of
history books and history lessons. This is unfortunate because
this action robs all Americans of
their true history. A people who
do not know their past cannot
know their future. It is painfully

.

African-A-

mericans

obvious from reading Engle's
shameful utterances that he is one

of those people who have been

o.k.

I don't understand why you
found this flyer offensive. First,
this flyer was not directed at you
personally. It was sent out to persons regardless of their sex, race,
creed, color or religion. Secondly, this Black History Month flyer was simply advertising and promoting. If someone did the terri- -'
ble and damaging deed of calling
you racist, it is probably because
of your inconsistency. When you
received the rushing advertisement and promotion materials
from the Omegas, did you write an
editorial? (This Black History
Month flyer seems less offensive
since it was not asking you' to become a member of the Black community).
Finally, I believe that this
whole situation could have been
avoided if you had simply opened
the flyer and noticed that all this
information was at your finger-- ,
tips. The Black History Month
flyer was simply promoting
books which could have enlightened, you on some of the above
facts.
I'm not asking you to think critically about something of which
you have no knowledge. I'm ask- .

Continued on page 6
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absolutely

Our situation
seems even more dangerous since
some advances have been made,
and you believe everything is

lieve is gone?

which category you fit.)
Secondly, Engle spoke about an
"oppressive identity of the past,"
and an "oppressive concept that is
The oppressive
all but dead."
identity and the oppressive concepts are alive and well. To support this I will turn to Census data
instead of dogmatic opinions:
(1) In 19851986 The U.S. bureau
of the Census said 33.8
of
blacks were below the poverty
for
line compared to 13.6
whites.
(2) In early 1982 the unemployment rate for blacks was 17.4
for
compared to about 8.0
whites.
(3) Garfinkel and Haveman have
recently estimated that between
35
and 60 of the gap between,
black and white incomes is attributable to market discrimination.
(4) Jencks estimates that 15 to 20
percent more 'money is spent on
whites attending their first 12
years of primary education compared to blacks.
Surely, it is irrational to label
anyone racist for the injustice of
the previous generation. But inaction and complacency makes past
injustice flow into the present. A
failure to rectify or change injustice is an active perpetuation of
the injustice. You and I are responsible to end the injustice.
But how can we wipe out something you have no knowledge of?
How can we destroy a problem
which exists today but you be

John A. Taylor
David O. Cook
Dear Editors:

I am writing in response to the
February Sth editorial called
"Critical Thinking." In this article Roy Engle made remarks
which suggested that "the more
one thinks about something, the
more prone one is to
In essence, Engle believes that
individuals on this campus have
been "arbitrarily labeled" racist
without any evidence for support.
non-action-

."

First, I would like to say that if

I walked into the mailbox area and
saw 400 memos of anything
thrown on the floor, I would not
I
would probably call the people
"litter bugs," or I would note their

call the 400 people racist.
lack of consideration

Christopher S hilts. Sports Editor
Jon Barclay, Layout Editor
William Van Cleave. Copy Editor
Gordon Finkelstein. Photo Editor
Gregg Bevensee, Business Manager
Margie Singleton. Advertising Assistant
Ida Williams. Circulation Manager

Production

Staff:

Photography

Jeff Baab
Kathy Davis
Julie DeRitis
Melissa Manesiotis
Yalman Onaran

Staff:

Laura Caliguiri
Al DeSilver
Margaret Lydecker
Bob Murphy

Writers:

Doug Cannon
Richard Grouse
Elizabeth Walsh
Pat Schmitz..
Doug Fo wler

Doug Isenberg
William Van Cleave
Sue Hollingshead
Margie Singleton'
Karl Eisenhower

Sarah Kotchen
Elise Bonza
David Lewellen
Fais.al Ansari
Chuck Brady

for the

cleaning persons. If I analyzed
the situation further, then I would
probably say that a person who
would "toss" any memo on the
ground would either have already
finished reading the memo, (and
didn't have interest in the topic),
or had reckless disregard for the
memo's topic. (You decide under
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Letter from Washington: Democracy and the AARP
by KARL EISENHOWER
By the time you read this, the
Iowa caucuses will have already
However, since I am
occurred.
400 miles away and rely on the
U5 rosiai service to deliver my
columns to the Voice, these
"Letters from Washington" are
written a full week before they are
published. Therefore, as I write
this column, I 'can only guess who
will win in Iowa. A discussion of
winners and losers, of
and runners up will have
wait.
to.
Yet the caucuses raise other important questions besides winners
and losers. As I write, there are
13 major candidates for president.
And theoretically, voters from
each state have a voice in choosing the nominee for each party.
However, by the time the May 3
Ohio primary rolls around-- , there
will not be 13 candidates to
' choose from. There may not be
more than one candidate per party
still in the race. So most Woost-e- r
students will have no say in
their party's nomination. This is
because the early contests, especially the Iowa caucuses and the
New Hampshire primary, narrow

bined have two to three percent of
This is far
the US population.
from a representative sample.
More importantly, those who attend the caucuses and vote in the
primaries do not even represent

,

com- -

very compelling.
--

the populations of their own
states. In Iowa, the complicated
--

front-runne- rs

have, chance to choose.
Iowa and New Hampshire

dates away from the center toward
the wings of the American political spectrum.
Centrism is not

.

caucus process weeds out all but
ten percent of eligible voters.
Those who attend the caucuses are
generally people who are politically active because of a single issue such as arms control, prayer in
school, or abortion. So appealing
to politically active Iowans is a
whole different game from appealing to the electorate as a whole. .
As a result, candidates have found
that the way to win in Iowa and
New Hampshire is to pander to
special interest groups.
And pandering is expensive.
Campaigns spend millions to urge
reluctant voters to persevere the
complex caucus process on the
candidate's behalf. To sustain
their campaigns, candidates spend
a large proportion of their time
begging for donations from political action committees and individuals. Convincing reluctant donors
to give again requires candidates
to address special interests.
So the early contests draw candi- -

'

Moderation

does not bring people out on caucus night. The issues addressed
early in the campaign are the more
passionate issues that appeal to
the most liberal Democrats and the
most conservative Republicans.
How else can you explain the Republican candidates each trying to
convince the New Hampshire Gun
Owner's Forum that they love guns
more than the next guy? Or the
Democrats each telling Iowans
that they hate the Contras more
than any other candidate?
This is not a very democratic
way to choose a president. However, the flame of democracy still
burns in 1988. A new block of
voters, a new issue and a new
strategy have emerged this year.
care. The
The issue is long-terorganization advocating it is the
American Association of Retired
And the new strategy
Persons.
has been extraordinarily successful.
The AARP originated as a small
organization that sold insurance to
It has
retired school teachers.
grown into an organization that
provides services to millions of
m

i

Mffiffs
Simon finished a strong second in
the Iowa caucus with 27 of the
Democratic vote, he needs to finish at least second in the upcoming New Hampshire primary to
prove" that he has a viable nationMr. Simon is alal campaign.
ready half a million dollars in debt
and needs to win somewhere to
improve his funding.
Vice President George Bush finished a disappointing third after
Dole and a surging Pat Robertson.
The Bush campaign was derailed
by the upset and he needs to win
in New Hampshire to have any
chance at remaining in the race.
Bush, a native New Englander, unofficially has adopted the slogan,
"I'm one of you," for his New
Hampshire campaign.

Relations deteriorate with
Panama. Gen. Manuel Antonio

Noriega," reacting unfavorably to
his indictment in'the U.S. Federal
Court on charges of drug trafficking and racketeering, recalled his
Ambassador to the U.S. Noriega,
the military dictator of Panama,
also moved to clamp down on op- -

-

m

position within his country.. He
recently shut down the offices of
one of three opposition newspapers, and dissident political parties condemned the action but
have not made other moves to

protest.
US envoy arrives in Israel
to discuss peace plan with

Prime Minister Shamir. As
the U.S. delegation arrived,

how-

ever, the Prime Minister was
speaking against any proposal for
Palestinian autonomy as planned
for in the Camp David plan. Shamir, who faces elections this year,
cannot afford to appear weak or
give in to the most controversial
issue in Israel.

Relief organizations have recently spoken out against the level of violence employed by the
police in their efforts to control
civilians. As many as three Palestinians have died in the past week
as a result of blows to the head
and gun shots, and dozens more
have been wounded as the Israeli
police continue with brutal repression tactics.

As

violence

press

pays

spreads

the

Increased

three-minu- te

--

m

,

--

m

m

m

.,

m

.

single-handed- ly

strated that presidential politics
can be inclusivethat
non-activis-

ts

can make a difference.
Let us hope that the AARP and
long-tercare have set a precedent for future presidential
m

m

by MOLLY HUBER

amount of attention to

eth-

nic gangs in Los Angeles.
As is customary in most major cities, a problem is not noticed by
the media until it affects the white
middle and upper class neighborhoods. It required the shooting
death of a woman in the
area of Los Angeles by feuding
youth gangs to focus the attention
of the city on the growing crisis.
There are gangs representing every ethnic group living in L.A.,
yet it is generally agreed that the
black gangs are especially powerful. Membership in the black
gangs numbers somewhere around
25,000, more than the LAPD, and
members often carry
pistols and automatic weapons.
West-woo-

high-power-

d

ed

Police officials claim that the
black gangs are responsible for
the crack trade for all of the Western seaboard.

of the House wants
bipartisan aid package for
the Contras. Jim .Wright (D.Speaker

Texas) appealed to Pres. Reagan
for his assistance in passing a bipartisan agreement for aid to the
Nicaraguan guerrillas as an
on page 6

alter-ContJnu- ed

.

loin the S.P.A. and lose weight!
Students for Peace through Action, formerly SCN. is organizing
a Fast for Peace in Nicaragua. The
48 hour fast will begin at 8 pan.-o- n
Feb. 24 and end at die same
hour on February 26. Participating students collect sponsors to
either pay them by the hour or to
pay them a lump sum for the entire fast AH money raised will be
Nicaragua Live, a
donated m
which sends
organization
relief
high priority goods to those most
affected by the war. Their current
priority is to send oats for infant

lt

nutrition.
Thinking about fasting is much
harder than actually fasting. In
place of meals, fruit juices win be
provided in Babcock Lounge on
the 25th and in Lowry Room 119
on the 26th. And you can and
should drink between one half to
one gallon of water daily. The
only thing not allowed is food,
and going without-i-t for two days
can be a beneficial experience for
your body as you will have a
chance to cleanse your body of
toxins ' consumed in the average
American diet. Yet be aware if

--

m

SPA fasts for peace

compiled by DOUG ISENBERG

Bush and Simon in jeopardy
after Iowa. Although Sen. Paul

ing sessions to teach voters how
to get involved in the process.
And instead of endorsing a candi'
date whose position on long-tercare is "best," they have provided
forums for the candidates to express their views on the issue.
For example: die AARP and the
ViHers Foundation sponsored a
series of
ads on Iowa
TV in which Iowa's two senators
interviewed each of the candidates
on the long-tercare issue.
The result? All 13 candidates
have outlined a strategy for pro- -,
viding government assistance for
long-tercare. Already two- thirds of Americans say they are
willing to pay higher taxes for
long-tercare (quite a feat in "the
Reagan Era"). In an open and
democratic fashion, the AARP has
added an
almost
issue to the agenda of the. presidential campaign. They have developed a rare consensus that a
new federal program is needed. In
the process, they have demon-

Americans 50 and over.
"Long-tercare" is an issue
which affects more Americans every year. - As modern medicine
keeps us alive longer, a growing
proportion of Americans need regular and expensive medical attention. When this medical care is
needed for years, it becomes exorbitantly expensive. Since Medicare only helps with medical bills
of the financially destitute, elderly
Americans must spend themselves
into poverty to get government
help paying for long-termedical
expenses.
The AARP decided that long-tercare was an issue that needed
to be addressed in this election.
They could have used the standard
strategy that other groups have
found effective: form a political
action committee, endorse a candidate whose views match the interests of your members, donate
money to that candidate, tell your
members to vote for the endorsed
candidate.
The AARP chose a different,
more democratic route. Beginning
with the early caucus states, the
AARP is educating voters about
i the need for long-tercare legislation. Before each primary or
caucus, the AARP is holding train

'

you have any medical reasons that

will not allow you to fast (if you
are diabetic, pregnant, etc), we
; don't want any martyrs.
If you
cannot or choose not to fast but
till want to help, sponsor some- ,
one who is fasting.
kicked! off by a
will
be
fast
The
'
vegetarian meal containing mffage
to help you through the two days.
And on February 18, SJP-will
be showing Destination
XJl. video about one group's
.

A-

Nicr.

participation in Witness for
Peace. It contains good background information for those who
wish to know mora about the issues. It wiH be shown at 7p.m.

.in Lowry Pit.
While there is much controversy
surrounding Nicaragua, civilians
and children should be cared for
no matter where or under what
government they happen to live.
If we can send relief to starving
people in Ethiopia.' we should
send humanitarian aid to starving
people in Nicaragua.
For those ' interested, a sign-u- p
table win be available on Monday'
and Wednesday during lunch in
Lowry.
.';
-
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SAB Film Previews

ynnr

by FAISAL ANSARI

Celebrate

Washington's
Birthday by
submitting some
writing
poetry, fiction
or essays
to
the Freshman

"

File!

February

is the

22

deadline and anything
you've written would
Dbe most welcome.
eliver your submissions
to the' Reading and
--

Writing Center,

for chills.
EXORCIST:
for coherence and quality
of Satanic
The grand-da- d
horror flicks, this 1973 film introduced a new generation of gory
special effects. Demonic trouble is
afoot in a Georgetown house when
a little girl starts doing nasty, unspeakable things. Linda Blair is
the terrorizing teen and the Jesuit
exorcising priest is played by
Max von Sydow. Mostly unbelievable but definitely scary. The

The Blood Pressure Reading held
at the Woostcr Community Center
for February 17, 1988 has been
cancelled. The next Blood Pressure Reading will be on March 16.
-

options s3

5tt $eUr jjjork Simcs
50
Off Newstand

250
A Copy

Yes, there's a world outside Wooster. A World with
Politics, Business, Art, Literature and much more.
So, stay with the Times
Read The New York Times

Sabol

Delivered

daily to campus mailbox. Office delivery for Faculty members.
Subscription period is
February 22 to May 5, Monday through Friday -

Please make checks payable to Faisal Ansari.
For more information call Faisal or Naseem at 2683.
Count me in for The New York Times.

I have enclosed payment for $11.00

SERVICE,

ACTION, AND
INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

216

Jolm

2

Fife

7:30, rie.Cjdila.ndeA.
Option '
Fain.
1

1cm

-

2pm, LouVuj

lb pxuentation
VotunteeAA

2111

219

From Wes Craven, the man who
brought you A Nightmare On Elm
Street, comes a new movie called
The Serpent And The Rainbow.
The film takes place in Haiti during the tumultuous final days of
The film
the Duvalier regime.
.places the actual political events
of the time within a larger story
of Hatian voodooism and zombies. Based upon a true story, the
forces of good and evil battle each
other for ultimate control over the
soul of Dr. Dennis Allen, played
by Bill Pullman (Ruthless People.
Spaceballs).

in Minion

7:30, Louvuj 119
pxeAentation
Peace Coipi
1:30, Loiouj IIS
inteAvieiM
Peace Copi

DCr I'll vouch for that! The Serpent And The Rainbow is not
your typical horror movie.' in fact
I would think of it more as a supernatural suspense thriller. Although Craven tries to stick in
some gross sight gags (he loves
having things crawl out of dead
people's mouths) I think that
these actually detract from the
genuine suspense and fear that
this film instills with a story
which is really good enough to
stand on its own.
.

CVSP

Box

Name

Ext.
i

Send to: Faisal Ansari
Campus Representative
BoxC-108- 0

222

itvteAviem
UiJtneAA
CVSP

ion. Pea.cz

KS: I enjoyed the story, although

I wonder how much of it was

222 pKtAentation

Katlileen UcTigue.,
i0X Peace
7:30, Lean Lectute

Witnu

consistent battle for friendship
and happiness are the highlight of
the movie. Overly sentimental in
a
the
style.
soap-oper-

The Serpent And The Rainbow

Well, we certainly don't want
to give away too much of this
movie to those of you who haven't yet seen it (or those of you
who missed Siskel and Ebert this
past weekend). One warning:
don't expect the "slasher" tone
that pervaded Nightmare On Elm
While there were truly
Street.
suspenseful moments in this film,
the gore and "surprises" are fairly
predictable and sometimes ludicrous (ok, ok, I screamed a couple
of times...).

COmiMTV
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Tom Sullivan is a blind
college student, pitted against adversity in different forms. His

with

KS:

Price

HUMAN

HEAR:

An-

Cancellation

Matthews, this week's Spotlight Showcase, will
perform a variety of music tomorrow night at Mom's
Truckstop at 8:30 p.m. (Publicity photo)

IF YOU COULD SEE WHAT I

MO ndayNightRtTheM OUies

drews Library.

Sam

Friday midnight show is especially recommended.

--

actu-

ally "based upon a true story." It
sounds quite plausible: people in
power using a "zombie drug" for
their own political ends, while Allen is trying to bring some of the
powder to the States for medical

and
Crowther

research. The twist, however, is
that the struggle for possession of
the powder echoes the supernatural
struggle for possession of souls.
DC:
The story is what I think
keeps this from degenerating into
a meaningless "jump out and scare
you" film. The whole story is
just plausible enough, and the fact
that it takes place among real historical events lets the audience believe in" the film even more. The
whole film does teeter oh the ludicrous; however, I think that Craven does pretty well not. to step
over the line most of the time.

KS:
Another reason I enjoyed
the film was the use of setting;
the beauty and elemental force of
the landscape contrasts and influences the voodoo practices.
The way that voodoo is depicted
and the audience's knowledge that
voodoo really exists (as opposed
to Freddie in Nightmare) adds to
the scariness of the film. Face
it, no one really enjoys horror
films for the fear itself that is
produced but rather for the fun of
being frightened and knowing it
isn't really real. The slight possibility that it could be real is more
threatening.
--

DC: I must say that I am truly
ambivalent about this film. On
the one hand I thought that it had
some of the looks of a cheap horror film with a Few --too many
things leaping out at me - a classic tactic of the cheesy horror
flick. However, this film did satisfy my minimum film enjoyment
requirement by keeping me interested and occupied for the entire
duration.
The story is a pretty good one,
real or not, and we recommend
this film overall with the precau
tion that you can expect to be entertained, but not bjown, away by
this film.'
z;t.')butc

Grade: tfB-ii-

--

Lf.t.
.fci

Faculty Profile: Root returns from sabbatical
by WILLIAM VAN CLEAVE
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Samuel I. Root, professor of geology, is one of two members of
The College of Wooster faculty
who took single semester sabbaticals in the fall. He and Professor
Brian Dykstra of the music department were given these leaves to
pursue personal study in their own
fields. Root left last May, soon
after school let out, so that he
could spend a full eight months of
study. This sabbatical, as is the
case with much of his work, concerns rift basins.
A rift basin.
Root explained, is a "portion of
the earth's crust which has fractured and then separated." Moreover, it is "a favored location for
accumulation of oil, gas, and certain minerals."
He spent half of his leave at
Oxford working with the earth
science department there. He
chose Oxford rather than some
other university for a couple of
reasons. The inactive rift basin
in the North Sea is perfect for his
study; there are a number of
"precise seismic profiles" in- - the
area because it is an oil and gas
These profiles are,
province.
of upper
more or less,
layers of the earth," Root exAlso, Oxford's earth
plained.
science department has m large
amount of data on the North Sea

and, "the geological information
from the North Sea,", in Root's
opinion, "makes it the greatest
data base in the world."
The second half of his leave
took him to Jerusalem to work
with the Israeli Geological Survey. His work in mis part of the
world concerned the Dead Sea. As
an active rift basin, the Dead Sea
was an excellent comparison in
study to the North Sea. What
made this work, particularly fasci- nating for Root was the amount of
research in the field. He was able
to get a lot more hands-o- n
experi-- "
ence at the Dead Sea than he
would have if he had been working with a university department
like the earth science department
at Oxford.
Back from sabbatical. Root has
a number of things to say about
careers, Wooster, and life in general. He truly believes that "the
classroom is reflection of life."
He has always been interested in
the natural sciences because they
are "exciting and fun." In fact, he
thinks that these two qualities
must be true for whatever you are
.doing. If you have "neither of
those in your life's career you
really need to think about changing careers," he continued.
Before teaching at Wooster, he

-

-

i

.

"X-ra-

SAM

.

(Photo

ROOT Is Ross K. , Shoolroy
'
by Gordon Finkelstein)

Professor of Geology.

!

ys

j

spent IS vears with Exxon doinc
exploration of oH in South America and IS years of geology research for the government.
When the Rota K. Shoolrov
chair in Geology was created five
years ago for a person of Root's
qualifications, he saw an opportunity and grabbed it. He hasn't
"regretted it at all." In fact,
"professionally it was the right
move, m anaa since ne nas at woncea
all over the world." he is "happy
to share it with students."
m

.

es to conduct meetings with students in a sittinK area in his office
rather than behind the sometimes
lnumiaaiing aescs wrucn - mosi
'
professors choose to use .
A phone call which occurred dur- ing the interview also seems to
help describe the personality be--:
hind the professor. "Root here" is
his standard response to any carl- -'
er. In mis case it was the plumber, calling to say that he had
gotten the pipes unfrozen and isolated the dishwasher from the sink
so the Root household would have
running water. Root asked if that
meant they could do. the dishes by
hand, and after an affirmative from
the plumber, said, "So...what do

-

a

:

'

non-dishp-

hands?"

an

;

:

'"'.

International
students.

. .

International students are invited to apply for SUMMER CROSSproROADS 1988. a week-lon- g
gram to be held in Colorado
Springs, Colorado from June 3
through June 10. The program is
being sponsored by community
residents, the Colorado College
and the Institute of International
Education. A limited number of
partial travel grants are. available.
Information and applications are
in the office of the foreign student
advisor on your campus. Summer Crossroads offers an opportunity to meet with American
as well as other international students to compare educational experiences in a variety of colleges
and universities and 'talk over other aspects of life in the United
States. Discussions will also focus on the problems of culture
into one's
shock and
live
Participants
culture.
home
with a local family and meet with
community leaders in the arts,
government, business and media.
To be eligible for Summer
Crossroads, students must be at
the graduate level and planning to
return home no later than May
1989. This is the 31st year of the
Summer Crossroads program which
attracts students from all over the
"'"
world.
re-ent- ry

"

.

Camp

SUMMER JOBS ON
CHESAPEAKE BAY.

Jobs available as cabin counselors and
instructors in activity: windsurfing, sailing,
waterskiing, horseback riding, tennis and more!!!
RECnLHTEn ON CAMPUS FEBRUARY 12
For more information contact Career Services.

;

15

VISIT
PACKAGE

GomeForThe

OjtThat"KeepsT

ONLY

S2495

ROFFLER PERM
FAMILY HAIR CENTER

2o vTsij
PACKAGE
ONLY ....

Reg. "35"

- Monday

Not valid with other Offers.

Style cut with a friend

tfir

For The Tanning Booth

SO195
Cm"u'

$29.95

Reg. 43M

For The Tanning Bed.

345-70- 00

2786 Cleveland Road

Wooster, Ohio

;.

Regular
Junior

150

8tyft

each

Only

--
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Letters
ing you to first gain some knowledge, then think just a wee bit.
Your Friend,
Lance T. Mason
S.A.B. Speakers and Topics Chairperson"
Dear Editors:
must write a letter to the editor

in response to the one entitled
"Critical Thoughts" in last week's
issue. While Mr. Engle is very articulate, it seems to me that his
argument has some major flaws. I
would sympathize and even agree
with his notion that sometimes
we take critical thinking one step
too far. but I think it ironic that
indeed Engle's letter is an exercise
Though he
in critical thinking.
says that if he "were to get carried
away with thinking critically, he
might not write what he is about
to write," I can't help to think
that it was indeed getting carried
away with critical thinking that
inspired such a letter.
The second point I think Engle

misses concerns his statement
about Black History Month and
critical thinking. I think he is
forcing a tie between the two. In
my opinion Black History Month
is a means of remembering what
has happened in blacks' history,
not thinking critically about it.
However, such remembering will
hope fully lead to critical thinking
probabout current
lems. His letter assumes that critical thinking gets in the way of
action, but it seems that it is rather a means of planning such action. If such planning takes place
then you do not have rash, unplanned occur ances like Engle's
letter. By "reinstating the conflict of past generations" as Engle
puts it, perhaps we can prevent
race-relatio-

such

things

ns

from

happening

again. We learn from our mistakes, but not if we forget what
they were.
..Finally, Engle's two scenarios
are interesting, though I don't see
how calling students racist has
anything to do with Black History
Month. The "inconsistency between the scenarios," as you put it
is only because you have been

biased in your interpretations.
The notion- - that anyone on this

campus would enter the mailroom,
see Black History Month flyers on
the floor, and yell "racists" is
simply preposterous. Moreover,

the notion that "strained
are "of the past" clearly
shows that the author is at best
uninformed of the current issues of
racism, and most likely sexism

race-relation- s"

and classism as well.

Sincerely,

William Van Cleave

In response to Mr. Engle's editorial, it seems he starts off with
a logical premise but then doesn't
carry it to a full conclusion.
While he bemoans critical thinking at the extreme, his letter
shows that it can be very useful.
He first states that Black History Month is a digression from
However,
"equal opportunity."
based on current history textbooks, black history is an area
that is often ignored, or summed
up by the contributions of one
man: Martin Luther King. Now
is the time to think critically:
Who else is celebrated as part of
black history in schools? Elijah
Muhammed? Mai com X? James
Baldwin? Alice Walker? How
many of these names are familiar
to us even now, in college? It
seems that equality doesn't exist
in this area, so how can Black
History Month, which seeks this
awareness, be a distraction from
equality?
Mr. Engle makes the assertion
that Black History Month "is an
attempt by the black community
to think about its past." Yet I
think this misses the point of
this event entirely. Because of
this ignorance on the part of most
whites (myself included), it is an
attempt to educate and resurrect
black history as an important part
of American culture. We as a society can no longer ignore the
role that many blacks have played
in shaping our nation. With this
education, embodied in the form
of Black History Month, (which
should be part of any history
course and not celebrated for a
period of time) we can learn to appreciate all aspects of American
society and culture equally. This
is the true message of Black History Month. This new approach
toward black history would not
lean toward stagnation or regression as Mr. Engle says, but would
bring new life into this most
worthwhile and fascinating sub-

ject.
Rowland Bruckner

--

malign the positive image the

Dear Editors:

(continued from page 2)
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forever....
....a life spent in a wooden
shack, built on stilts, over a disease infested swamp.
And at
night that child gets a bowl of

e

non-priori-

Thomas J. Fortunato
Calcei House
A Child
Save A

rice to eat and goes to sleep on a
floor mat.
...the child's only toys are a
worn out teddy bear and a ragged
doll. It's one pair of clothing is
worn out and getting to be too

ty

small.

full-tim-

Life-Spons- or

Symphony

The child desperately

(continued from page 1)

needs a better diet to build strong
bones, medicine when sick, water
that is not contaminated and a
chance to go to school.
And all of this can happen for
Will you
only $12 a month!
help raise a child like this one?
This is a full sponsorship program, designed for Americans who
are unable to send $16, $21. or
$22 a month to other sponsorship
organizations.
Will you help raise a child? Here
is how you can become a sponsor:

"Student Employment Office"
which addresses only employee
questions and concerns for six
hours every weekday is somewhat
unique. With such a vested committment to student employment
and experiential education, the
College of Wooster has had to
make some concessions on other
battlefields, and one of these currently includes the necessity of a
monthly payroll.
While this requirement is not a
popular one among many students, it will be necessary until
the several offices involved in
student finance can come up with
something more practical and satisfactory. One point that Ms.
Williams failed to mention is

directing the Wooster Chorus and
Choral Union.
Lindberg says that the orchestra "has come a long way in the
past year and a half, and it should
continue to improve as we attract
more talented students. The new
center gives the music department
an identity more visible to the
community and to prospec- tives. Students have to realize
that involvement in a musical organization will enhance achievement in their classes; it spiritually uplifts them."

1. call Calcei House (2735) or
drop by
2. when you do contact us, one
of our representatives will stop by
your dorm room or wherever you
choose to meet him to talk about
and give you all the information
and forms you will need to sponsor a child.

that, as employees of a student-ru- n
office, most of the
of Student Employment
itself were also not. paid on the
February 3 payroll. Although I
understand the frustration felt by
Ms. Williams over not being
paid, I do not think that the February payroll was "just another example of Wooster's administration
taking advantage of the student
body." Nor should this yearly occurrence have been totally unexpected: the details concerning this
staff-membe-

worldwide sponsorship program of
Children International is a. nonprofit agency that has been serving children since 1936. A financial report is readily available
upon request.

take a small poor child in a third
world country, twelve dollars a
month can change that child's life

Student Employment Office struggles to maintain as a student service office. Our goal is not to
hassle students who have financial
need, but to help them earn needed
money for college expenses. To
this end-wprovide opportunities
for Wooster students which most
campuses our size do not allow,
such as graduated pay scale, work
stuopportunities for
dents, salaried pay for some positions, and free housing for most
e
summer jobs.
In fact, having a centralized

rs

News Briefs

.

--

(The story of the child was an actual representation of the life of a
small girl named Larni who lives
in the Philippines. She is one of
the manychildren in dire need of a
sponsor like you to give her the
basic necessities of life.) This

-

(continued rrom page S)
native to the aid proposal recently
defeated in the House. Wright's
main priority is cooperation between Republicans and Democrats
on the Hill. He is disappointed
with the contras' apparent lack of
interest in peace talks with ' the
Sandinistas, yet for some reason
feels an aid package should be
worked out for them.
News compiled from The New
York Times.

pay have been publicly posted
since last summer. By no means
was this a "modification" meant
to deceive students.
We are trying to promote some
changes in the scheduling system,
and among these is the possibility of a biweekly payroll, but in
the meantime students are advised
to budget their funds from one
payroll to the next, stay informed
of the specific scheduled paydates
and the work-weethey entail,
and keep us heartless administrators informed of ways we can help
alleviate problems and misunderstandings in the future.

Vacation...
.irons
SPMOS

ks

SEO responds

Medio

a break

for it and

go Groyhound...

To the Editors.

I would appreciate the opportunity to respond to Ms. Williams'
letter of last week outlining what
she called "low regard for student
labor" in the area of payroll and
student billing. While I am not
qualified to answer for the college's billing procedures, I would
like to address the student payroll
Unfortunately, .coarse
situation.
words like "atrocious," "simply
awful," and "unfair" misrepresent
the attitudes of the administration
as a whole, and they particularly

Marc L. Fleischauer
Manager, Student Employment

Office

Based on

round-tri- p

purchase.

BUY YOUR TICKETS NOW
Transportation effective
February 15 thru April 25, 1988!

Calcei program

Wooster Bus Station

Dear Editors,

-

Here in America $12 a month
s,

will not even pay for
but overseas S12 will
work a miracle. For example.
school-lunche-

416 East Liberty Street
242-03- 41

(Inside Liberty House)
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Play Review: Blues carries important message
by ELIZABETH WALSH- -

The 1988 Black Arts Festival
around itself. .
presents a moving production of
Joseph Jefferson plays a torthe late James Baldwin's "Blues
tured but committed preacher. MeFor Mister Charlie." The play is
ridian Henry.- Trying to lead the
based on the true story of a southCivil Rights protests in his
ern lynching in 1955. In the
munity, he strives to overcome
College of Wooster adaptation of .his. own questions, and. private
the show the hope, fear, despara-tiopains in the very public life he
hatred and love come shinleads and the work by Mr. Jeffering through the darker side of
son shows, the struggles, the
murder and racism.
and the triumphs.
Directed by Annetta Gomez JefMeridian's murdered son Richard
ferson, the production offers av. appears only in flashbacks,, but is
darkly colored story of the ravagbrought very much to life by Ken
es of racism that pervades the
Aldridge; His portrayal shows the
southern community of Plague-towproblems and the anger of RichU.S.A. Similar to Sumner,
e
ard, for lie is no angel. The
Mississippi in 1955, Plaguetown
genuinely mourns his death
is indeed plagued by segregation
and shares in the shock and anger
and predjudice.
Also similar to
of the community.
Sumner is the death, by lynching,
Lyle Britten, the white man acof a young black man accused of
cused of the murder, is played with
the attempted rape of a white
a stiff stubbornness by Rob Clin-gaEmmett Till. 15. was
woman.
Lyle exemplifies the southlynched in Sumner for whistling
ern countenence that decries race
at a white woman; in Plaguetown
mingling and is working to mainRichard Henry is shot for being a
tain a status quo that "was good
man.
enough for my daddy."
Caught between two friendships,
. The set design by senior Ray
Inkel consists of a wooden cross
white newspaper editor Parnell
and a large American flag. The
James tries to straddle two worlds.
stage is taken up with the symPlayed by Rusty Hood as a man
bols of the two communities. A
struggling to hold a precarious
cross represents the importance of
balance between the white and
the. church in the black communiblack 'communities. Parnell. must
ty, while the flag is the symbol
straddle the issue and hope that
that the white community wraps
the responsibility will; be taken
-

n,

fail-ur-

es

n.

audi-enc-

n.

"

,

er

tye-dy-

-

good intentions but they are
blinded by ignorance and an old
fasioned, southern racism.
In a stirring scene the climax of
the trial presents the sides of the
issue and it is indeed black and
white. Steve Shrock plays The
State in a defense, of the accused
murderer, while Jacoba Christian
plays the Counsel of the bereaved
who is frustrated by a Court that
would work to provide judgment

but not justice. ' John McKee, double cast as the Judge works to
maintain some semblenc of order-iAndy Bishop
his court.
presents the verdict as foreman of
the jury and it is all faithfully recorded by the clerk played by Jes- "
ska Church.
"Blues For Mister Charlie" is
powerful show with an important
message about the state of race relations and the ravages of racism.
This performance by the College
of Wooster delivers both of them.
Ending on a hopeful note in
curtain call that includes the singing of "We Shall Overcome." die
show is well worth seeing. The
Black Arts Festival runs through
Saturday night, February 13 in
Freedlander Theatre; curtain time
is 8:15.

n

CRUISE SHIPS
NOW HIRING

MF

Career Opportunities
(Will rran). Excellent pay phis
world travel. Hawaii, Bahamas.
Cariboean. etc. CALL NOW:
Su merer

200-736-07-

I

A

Ext.

7S

goto Fiesta because!.

r
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Fife lectures

by ELISE BONZA
Terrible Warrior and Other
African Stories" is an entertaining
and educational production for
children. As Miatta Wilson's I.S.
production. The Terrible Warrior"
is a collection of six African folk
tales, acted out by a cast of about
half a dozen students of the College of Wooster. The production
was planned to go on as part of
Black History Month and is touring at ten schools in the area to
promote black and African history; it will also be shown at Freed-landTheatre on campus Feb. 19
;
and 20.
The production begins with an
introduction by Wilson, telling
the audience of her own life in Af-- .
rica as a child. The company of
players then shares roles in the
enactment of the six tales. The
stories center around animals and
teach the audience morals and proverbs of Africa.
Set against a background of a
e
bamboo frame attached to
Afrisheets with an outline of the
can continent, tales such as "Why
the Mosquito Buzzes in Peoples'
Ears" and "Where the Moon Came
From" are told by narrators and
the jungle animals themselves.

.

-

The hopes for civil rights are
tied closely to the fortunes of the
young, and Masankho K. Ban a
and John Martin play two bright
hopes as black students Lorenzo
and Pete. Each young man is full
of spirit and hope, but also carries
a hate of white oppression and
white oppressors. Three young black women are
also important in the struggle and
are portrayed as strong and vital
by Tyra Grier, Sable Olindo, and
Kelly Simmons.
The strength
they provide gives an important
base to the play.
Members of the white community who register shock about the
incident and provide support for
the Brittens are shown as good
southern folk by Katie O'Grady,
Elizabeth Carlson, Shawn Andrews, Andy Bishop, John McKee,
and Wesley Johnston. . These citizens of Plaguetown may have

'

f

IS presents "Warrior"
The

from him. Mr. Hood's character
has depth and many dimensions
and the audience must work to
guess to which side he will fall.
Lauren Morrow's portrayal of a
young black student, Juanita, who
is loved by Richard and Meridian
is full of the fire of her convictions. Her love for Richard sustains her through the trial as she
tries to fight the stereotypes of
blacks in the courts in the fight
for justice.
Playing Jo Britten, Lyle's wife,
Jennifer Dykstra presents a woman struggling past her own doubts
to fight for her husband. Duty
bound to defend him she has to
find a way to live through his
murder trial.
Demonstrating the shock of a
woman whose grandchild preceeds
her to heaven, .Mother Henry nevertheless provides strength and
courage to the members of her
community. Marilyn D. Kershaw
portrays a strong woman who is
not allowed to be strong, but will
fight to find justice.
Also caught up in the murder is
Papa D. the black owner of a juke
joint and an accused "Uncle Tom."
Played well by Melford Ferguson
as a tired man caught in a role he
does not relish, in a place he does
not want to be. Papa D. looks for
some way to bring out the truth.

Each story is introduced and words
such as "moral" and "proverb" are
defined for the children attending
the production. Audience participation also has a place in the
pieces, which should delight the
children.
The costumes range from a turtle
with a foam shell to colorful papi- er mache masks. Much is up to
the company, though, to pantomime actions and improvise dialogue. The cast never received a
formal script, but simply read the
original tales and later developed
ithe script through the improvisations!, acting out of the stories.
.The Terrible Warrior" will be
playing in ten different schools in
the Wooster area from Feb. 17 to
.

(continued from page 1)
the consequences of U.S. foreign
in Canton, Ohio and chaired the
Presbyterian Committee on Mis- , policy in Central America. It also
has resulted in significant change
sion Responsibility Through Inin U.S. Refugee laws.
vestment which has led the PresFife will very likely encourage
byterian Church to divest from
students to acquire as much voluncorporations which operate in the
teer community action and interdefense industry of South Africa.
national experience as possible,
Westminster Church is financing
which is also the intent of OpFife's visit to Wooster because
tions 88. He is intelligent and
Fife seems to exemplify the fact
aigaging as a speaker.
that real change and power in this
society often seems to originate at
In addition to his Freedlander
the grassroots level and work its
address for students, Fife will proway up. By working locally with
vide an "Update on Sanctuary" on
refugees in his community, Fife
Sunday, Feb. 14, at 7:30 pjn. in
helped start a movement that inMackey Hall, Westminster Church
formed and activated thousands of
people around the plight of refuHouse, on the corner of College
gees and which alerted millions to
and Pine.

-

-

v

...the Operators are always
courteous andconsiderate. It is
convenient sinceto appointment is
necessary and the work is always
y

satisfactory.

Shampoo & Set $3.99
Mon.Vrd.

No Appointments
Daily 8--8; Sat.

0

8-- 6;

Just Walk In!
Sun. 10--5

...

College Hills Plaza

263-918-

19, including performances at
.

Boys Village and Ida Sue schools.
At all schools. Wilson will be
providing the teachers wi-J- guides
on black and African his'ory as a
part of Black History Month. The
stories will then play at Freed-- ,
Feb. 19, at 7
lander Theatre-o- n
p.m.. and Feb. 20 at 2 p.m. and
again at 7 p jn. Tickets should be
reserved for this delightful and educational production at the Freed-landTheatre Box Office.
i

er

v.i
Cap and Govm Lleccur
ixzs i i..nu.,i

irv;

--

crate;
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Womens track takes Lady Hoopsters edge Oberlin
3rd at Ohio Wesleyan

71-6- 9

By SUE HOLUNGSHEAO

Can officials control the outcome of a game? Well, it seems
as if they controlled a good portion of the Wooster vs. Oberlin
game on Saturday. The Lady
Scots squeaked by in over-tim- e
9
with .a score of
despite the
fact that they went to the foul line
twice as many times as did the
Oberlin Yoewomen(?).
Despite Oberlin's record of
they shot the ball very well and
were very aggressive. This is the

by STEPHANIE KAZMIERSKI
en competed in only three out of
eight running events and had only

The NCAC relays held last Friday at Ohio Wesleyan were not
quite what was expected. Much of
the meet was uncompetitive,
which is not usual for the relays.
A few teams, like Wooster and
Ohio Wesleyan, had quality people, but no quantity...then there
were those that had neither quality
nor quantity. Seven of Wooster's
leaders on the women's team did
not attend the meet for academic
or personal reasons, and two more
were out with injuries.
The sparse team that Wooster
took made quite an effort, however. According to Assistant Coach
Dennis Rice, The women that
went ran well. Tanya Arbogast
ran a nice competitive two mile
she won that event." The wom

two participants

events; still, they managed a third

somewhat discouraged

by the

"'".
,
Mamie,
Read that againf.Ahl Ah! My
sweater is too long! (You know
the rest.) Don't tempt me! I love

Me

;.:;::.y,

Love forever. C
To say lovely, lovely friends ia Myers
House,
Yoa rock my world. Yon are the love
of my life; yoa are my inspiration.

'

--

Pig

V.,

.

..

:

Hi to Paul. Tim and Marsha!

'

:. VV...

SS

is my life.

"""

I

Your Awesomest Valentine, Love, Tom
Michaels
Dear Aim and Mrs. D., .
Hope yoa all have a fabulous Valentine's Day,

Love, Jena

.
Arun,
Every night I dream you are mine. So
please, sweetheart, be any Valentine. I
wish you'd give me more than your
smile!

Love, WiHians

as.
Toe

Love ya lots.
Wee

new peanuts:
Happy Valentine's Day!! Keep smiling
gays; we love you!
The rest of ns nuts
Marnie, '
Read that again !J.. Ah! Ah I My
sweater is too long! (Yoa know the
rest.) Don't tempt met I love. yoa!

Dear Friends,
Thanks for being so great!
Happy

--

r

'

'

;

--

.

VAX MAIL
Happy Valentine's Day. Tun!

athletics as a whole.

Wooster Symphony Orchestra

week of Feb. 22-2- 6
off. Also, be as
sored that I do love yoa madly,

Hightl

V-Da-

.

DOUg.-- .
; ,
To say sweet, perverted honey with the
'. happy hair.
Happy Valentine's Day!
.

r

-

From D.Z.
Hey Moot- sYour Pooks would love it if you'd be
her Valentine!
v - ' ' -

'

.

Advertisements

JOBS at YMCA Camp Tockwogh. Cabin counselors and
instructors of sailing, windsurfing, waterskiing, horseback
riding, tennis, photography, riflery, archery arts, A crafts,
,
camp craft, and more!!!
.
12,
Contact
FEBRUARY
1988.
CAMPUS
Career
RECRUITER ON
Services for more information.
SUMMER

JX.

y!

Love, Madge
To Pete B,
Happy Valentines Day From J.R.
and
To Kelly T. at W.V.U. Hope to see
yoa soon.

Among the

Classified

:

f

I love yoa;

ar

popular issues that are presently-- -

--

.For Valentine's Day I give yea. the

.

o

term
was elected to a
following 2 previous years of service on the NCAA council, will
now be one of five controlling officials in Division HI. The NCAA
decided on the nomination of Van
Wie, a 1952 Wooster graduate, on
Jan. 13 at an annual convention
in Nashville, Tennessee.
The prestigious position of Vice
2-ye-

being discussed are the legality of
drug testing, the length of the
seasons, and the academic standard
for athletes. Van Wie, who is
probably best known for. his success as the Wooster basketball
coach from 1961 to 1982, graciously accepted the honor and responsibility and feels that he has
many constructive ideas to help
improve the NCAA as a whole.
Along with carrying out his major responsibilities as vice president, one of Van Wie's major
goals during his term is to get a
greater number of qualified people
integrated into the program. With
the experience and leadership that
"Coach" Van Wie has shown on
both the court and out in the community, there is no doubt that he
will be a definite catalyst to the
continuing success of the NCAA.
--

President basically involves
speaking and dealing, with the
president of the NCAA and the
other division on all the major issues that involve intercollegiate

--

Dear Mom.
Happy Valentine's Day!

Oberlin, February 20.

There are 15 available eats
including the driver. Departure time is 4:30 p.m. The
signup sheet is at Lowry
Front Desk.

ed

College of Wooster athletic director Al Van Wie extended his
long list of accomplishments this
past month by being elected the
new NCAA Vice President of all
division HI schools. Van Wie,-wh-

Scott Spangler
'

W.A.A. is renting-- a van
for the Women's and Men's
Conference Swim Meet at

by PAUL JACOBUS

I did this just to satisfy Graham. This

Love, Wilkinson
To: Rotxn Cordcll,
Here is a SHORT and SWEET Valentine
which actually matches your stature.

65-4- 5.

Van Wie assumes post

.

you!

came to Wooster's contest night
A free trip to Florida was given
away to Karen Harley. Unfortunately, the Lady Scots could not
sneak this game past Capital.
During the first half the Lady
Scots dug a hole they could not
get out of. At the half the score
was
but in the second half
Capital only outscored Wooster
by seven points.
Coach Hart knew the key to this
game was to force them to shoot
from the outside and to rebound
well. In the first half the Lady
Scots shot 43 percent and held
Capital to 33 percent. Capital
only
them by four
rebounds.
out-rebound-

.

.

High scorers of this game were
Brenda Heil with 15 points. Lisa
TomasettTwith eight, and Monica
Hansen with seven points.
The Lady Scots end their home
game season on Saturday against
Case Western Reserve. The last
time Wooster played Case Western, Wooster won
The
game will begin at 2:00.

.

could."
Brenda Heil was Wooster's leading scorer with 20 points. Toma-sett- i,
Myford and Banks prove to
be just as effective by scoring 16,

Ashok darling.
Here's wishing yon only the very' best.
Hope you will be my Valentine forever. My BJJ.B.'i and I await you. passionately.'

respectively.
Capital University

17-3- 3.

one aspect in which Wooster
could have improved its play.
Coach Hart stated, "We were not
as aggressive on defense as we
have been in the past. It is hard
to be aggressive when the officials are calling everything
against you. We did the best we

n.

--

--

2-- 6,

small turnout of the team for last
Friday's meet, he is as understanding as a coach can be about academic and personal resposibilities.
However, according to Penney,
some things may need reevalua-tioAs he puts it, "The women
need to make a committment."

To My Passionate Parrot:
I wul love yon always.

Annie, Debbie. JUlian, Russ, Chris A.,
Scot. Ken. Karl, Locinda, Eric, and
Thanek: Thanks for everything!
You're the greatest anyone
Sonya:
could have.
.
Andrew: I love yon. Always and Forever.
Gays, the past five Booths have been
awesome, can't wait for the months to

be-

hind second place Denison.
Head Coach Craig Penney feels
the women may be at a crossroad
at this point in the season. ' "Wc
haye a lot of talent on the women's team, but they have a long
way to go," says Penney. Though

--

Tuesday.

71-6-

in the field

place finish only two points

13, and 10

I love yoa. Barb
Dear Jen.

Than, for the fantastic two months
(plus). Thanx for being such a good
firienaCtoo. Hanks says "hi," too.

;

Roses are red, violets are blue,
.
,; .
weVe got a perm special just for you..estr'Jt
On sale now for $25.99, cut & style included- - Reg. $5:99.
FIESTA HAIR FASHIONS, College Hills Plaza
263-918- 5.

Love, Tom

u.u aw,

v

:

-

